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FULLY DIGITAL?
EASY AS PIE!

WWW.AMANNGIRRBACH.COM

MAXIMUM CLARITY, MORE
EFFICIENT PROCESSES AND
GREATER CUSTOMER PROXIMITY

Everything automated on a single platform:
Creating, managing and processing patient
cases - simple, intuitive and clear.
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C3 becomes AG.Live

AG.LIVE MAKES THINGS EASIER FOR YOU!
Amann Girrbach wishes to support laboratories in organizing digital dental workflows. With the new virtual AG.Live digital
platform, this project reaches a new dimension. AG.Live helps you to manage all digital activities locally and to connect with
an ever expanding global network of digital dental professionals to make the most of synergies.

DIGITAL PATIENT
CASE MANAGEMENT

NETWORK
MANAGEMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE AND
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

All patient cases are displayed in a clear orderly
mannner on AG.Live, regardless of which workstation
they are saved on. Here
you can manage, process
and edit patient cases. The
platform offers full control
over the digital workflow in
the laboratory with real-time
information - from ordering
through to production.

Patient cases can be shared
with partner laboratories for
further processing and soon
also be exchanged between
the dentist and the laboratory. This networking function
facilitates communication
between business partners
and allows fors entirely
new business opportunities
(available as from 2021).

The linking of machines and
materials brings benefits
such as access to the availability of materials, demand
notifications, as well as timely updates of machines - for
the reliable protection of
your laboratory investments.

SUPPORT &
KNOWLEDGE DATABASE
Your direct link to Amann
Girrbach's technical service
and training portal with an
extensive archive of webinars and tutorials.

Unprecedented value creation through expanded
competencies and synergies - network with
customers and partners and send and receive
orders, keep track of material availability in the
laboratory
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C3 becomes AG.Live

THE STEP INTO THE FUTURE IS FREE
To become an AG.Live user, a simple mouse click is all that is needed when activating the Ceramill software update.
The transition from C3 to AG.Live then takes place practically by itself and is completely free.
If you are not a C3 user, we recommend that you register for AG.Live. This lets you to take full advantage of all the benefits
offered by the new platform.

Our Ceramill Helpdesk will be pleased to assist you with any unclear issues, questions or feedback:
Germany: +49 7231 957-300
Austria: +43 5523 62333-300
E-mail: helpdesk@amanngirrbach.com

Further information can also be found on our website at:
www.amanngirrbach.com/ag-live
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